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for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
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Volume 21 No. 2

Yes another issue, this one Volume 21/2 in the bag. This time we have the usual mixture of material, hopefully you will find something of interest. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on
the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other
material in this issue, in particular the following - Dave Edwards, Jim Grant, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Clarke
Cone, John Kerr, Jack Hamilton, DOD, AWM & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward for
the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and
cannot be reproduced without written permission.

Well that's it from me until next issue 21/3 in a few months. Don't forget that all and any contributions to this
publication are always welcomed and can be sent to the editorial address at the bottom of the page.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
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Two photos of Bobby Gibbes’ P-40E-1a CV-V ET953
which is eamined in this issue.
Photos – via Dick Hourigan
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by Steve Mackenzie
CV-V ET953 and several other airframes from 3 Sqn RAAF taken on 15 Sep 1942. Photo IWM.
Many people will be familiar with the above photo and several others
from this series taken at the same time. This set of photos have
been used many times as reference for drawings and decals of
Bobby Gibbes' machine CV-V ET953 which appears here, along with
several others which have also been drawn. Invariably the underside
and code letters are shown as a fairly dark tone, approximating the
colour known as Light Mediterranean Blue (LMB - which is quite
dark). But.....is this interpretation correct ??

misleading. A filter of some sort has been used which makes the
Blue appear much darker than it should. The varying photos of
ET953 appear to show an under surface colour which varies from
fairly light, through what appears to be a medium intensity to the
IWM photos which are very dark.

As I have other, previously unpublished photos of this airframe taken
at the same time, I can say that the IWM series of photos is very

'The very dark toning in the IWM shots shows that this colour has a
strong blue tint. On the basis of this we can rule out the originally

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

I have had some discussions with Peter Malone on this group of photos and amongst his comments he made the following point:

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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applied Sky Gray as a possibility. (The toning of pure grey shades
does not change significantly with type of film or use of filters). This
would indicate that the under-surfaces were re-painted on receipt by
the RAF. The two colours most commonly used were Azure Blue and
Light Mediterranean Blue. The latter colour would give a tone much
closer to the roundel Blue on the Hourigan, White and Mackenzie
prints. Therefore, I believe that the most likely colour is Azure Blue.'
Thus he is of the opinion that the under surfaces of ET953 etc are
Blue, but WHICH Blue. I also approached it from a different angle and
converted some colour prints which showed examples of the known
Blue tones used for lower surfaces at this time in the M.E (Sky Blue,
Azure Blue and LMB) to 'Grey Scale' to see how they may look in B/
W prints (yes I know such is not that scientific but it is an interesting
exercise).
First a well known IWM colour photo of 112 Sqn Kittyhawks. The dark
undersurfaces here is LMB with the code letters in Sky Blue, which is
quite light in tone. When converted to Grey Scale, the LMB is still
quite dark as seen under the nose, on the wheel hubs etc, but Sky
Blue goes almost White in tone (which is as we would expect, as it is
the same colour as RAAF Sky Blue used on the under surface of
many RAAF airframes, and which can easily be mistaken for White in
photos).
Next a photo of a Desert camouflaged Hurricane which has Azure
Blue lower surfaces. In both the colour and Grey Scale images we
can see that the Azure Blue is of a medium tone in hue and in between the other two colours (Sky Blue and LMB) in intensity. I have
only presented a few photos here but there are a number of other
available examples which show the same results, consistent with
each other. (Note – the electronic magazine has both colour and
Greyscale versions of these photos. We can only present the later in
B/W).
Now let's have a look at some other photos I have of this airframe.
Dick Hourigan sent me the following two scans of ET953 taken at an
unknown period. The lower surface colour is a good match for Azure
Blue in our Grey Scale experiments and is undoubtedly that colour. It
is completely different in the photos to how it looks in the IWM photos.
The code letters look as they may be White at this time. Note the second photo gives a good look at how the nose art actually looks on this
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airframe. The restoration on Col Pay's P-40E (as ET953) has incorrect nose art which comes from a different airframe. It DOES NOT
match that actually carried by ET953.

The three photos right and below were taken when some Australian
Nurses from the Voluntary Aid Detachment (VAD) visited the Sqn
between 12th and 14th September 1942 (i.e only a couple of days
before the famous IWM photos were taken). In these shots we can
see that not only is the under surface still painted in what appears to
be Azure Blue, but the code letters of CV-V have also been repainted
now in this colour. This equates with what we see in the IWM photos
where the under surface and code letters appear to be the same colour. My profile is at this point in time.
One other point that has caught out many profile and decal artists The 'Kangaroo and Daschund' insignia used by Bobby Gibbes can be
seen to be painted as an outline only (in either Black or very Dark
Brown) over the Midstone predominant on that panel. The Midstone
colour makes up the background to the insignia. The only parts of the
Kangaroo which are actually coloured is his hat (in RAAF Blue) and
the tongue of the Daschund in Red. Credit for these three photos is
the late Laurie White who was a Sqn armourer.
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Kittyhawk Mk.1A, CV-V, serial ET953, 3 Sqn RAAF, Sep 14 1942, Pilot S/Ldr Bobby Gibbes
Upper surfaces - Dark Earth and Midstone. Lower surfaces and code letters - Azure Blue. Spinner - standard DAF Red colour and Serials are
Black. RAF roundels in six positions, Note under wing are the old standard of 'C' type. Nose art consists of 'Kangaroo and Daschund' insignia
as an outline in Black only (against the Midstone background) with the Kangaroo's hat in RAAF Blue and the tongue of the Daschund in Red.
This is carried to port only. Yellow wing leading edge stripes also carried. References: Photos attached from Laurie White and Dick Hourigan.

6

The second machine flown by Bobby Gibbes that we are going to
have a look at is one of his lesser known ones, a Kittyhawk Mk.II CVV FL308. This machine has never been drawn to my knowledge. It is
interesting in that it is the only one from 3 Sqn which is known to have
carried his S/Ldr's flag which he was entitled to show on his machines.

on camouflaged airframes. They are also larger than on ET953.

Applying what we know of colours from the previous discussion, this
one is fairly straightforward. Desert scheme of Dark Earth and Midstone with Azure Blue lower surfaces. However in ths instance, it is
clear from the photographs that the code letters are no longer Azure
Blue (which seemed to have only lasted a short period) but White
which 3 Sqn pretty much standardised on for the remainder of the war

Credits : Thanks greatly to Bobby Gibbes, Laurie White and Dick
Hourigan for supplying most of the photos used for this article. Several others are official ones either from the RAAF collection or the
IWM.
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And finally, the required photo of Reg Stevens standing by the nose of
FL308. Note how once again it is mostly an outline only, and that the
tail of the Kangaroo has been chopped off. This is another RAAF Official photo.

Kittyhawk Mk.II, CV-V, serial FL308, 3 Sqn RAAF, Mar 1943, Pilot S/Ldr Bobby Gibbes.
Upper surfaces - Dark Earth and Midstone. Lower surfaces - Azure Blue. Spinner - standard DAF Red colour. Code letters are in White and Serials
are Black. RAF roundels in six positions. Nose art consists of 'Kangaroo and Daschund' insignia as an outline in Black only (against the Midstone
background) with the Kangaroo's hat in RAAF Blue and the tongue of the Daschund in Red (note that this is larger than the previous example).
This is carried to port only. Yellow wing leading edge stripes also carried. References: Photos attached from Bobby Gibbes and RAAF Official.
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6RYLHW7DQG7DW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ*URXQGV
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers
would be well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside
display at the Ground's museum for many years, this being the
source for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that
have been released over the years.
Needless to say there is no real need to go into any sort of background on the T-34. Anyone interested in the subject probably has
reams of material on it.

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina,
USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

by Clark Cone
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$+0RI:$ V&DWDOLQD
by Mick Mirkovic

Consolidated PBY-5A Catalina Bu.No. 46624 arrived at the Museum
on January 5, 2007 from it's storage at the old Midland Railway workshops. It arrived as 4 separate loads of the fuselage on it's special
transport cradle and 3 containers carrying the rest of the airframe. Reassembly started in mid-February and was completed by late March.
History of the acquisition of this aircraft is written by W.A. Museum's
Ian MacLeod and is linked below. I've done a series of photos of this
airframe after it's arrival including a walk-around (see separate page in
this issue) and interior views of the re-assembled aircraft and these
are included in this article.
As this was a very large selection of images that Mick sent me on the
Catalina, the internal detail photos mentioned above plus some scans
from the Catalina Manual will run as part 2, next issue. (Steve)
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Brief History of the WA Museum’s PBY-5A Catalina
In August 1998 the Hon Richard Court, Premier of Western Australia,
met with the interim board of the Australian American Catalina Memorial Foundation, who had requested government assistance in obtaining a suitable PBY-SA Catalina, of the type flown from the Crawley
base in the Second World War. The Premier requested the Museum
to assess the condition of an aeroplane of that type which was located in Hawkins, Texas, USA that was available for restoration and
purchase. The plane had seen action in the Atlantic and the Pacific
regions during the final stages of the Second World War- lan MacLeod, then head of conservation at the Western Australian Museum,
visited the plane in Texas and inspected the restoration facilities and
advised the state government of the bona fides of the operator and
his belief that the project was supportable. The government provided
a $300000 grant to the museum to enable the procurement of the
Catalina to be effected.
The initial conservation work was inspected once during the term of
the contract and a second inspection took place prior to the handover
ceremony in March 2000.
The speciaI Museum restoration and conservation protocols had been
followed and the plane was the most authentically restored aircraft of
its kind. The night after the ceremony the hangar caught fire and the
plane suffered significant damage. The cost associated with the repairs was covered by insurance, which the proprietor had been
obliged to take out under the contract drawn up by the Crown Solicitors Office. The Lotteries Commission of WA provided seed funding
for the development of the design of an innovative and exciting new
buUding to be erected at the corner of Australia Il drive and Hackett
Drive. All the necessary approvals from the Swan River Management
Trust, Subiaco City Council. CALM and University of Western Australia and a Section 18 Permit from the Department of Indigenous Affairs
were granted. However, owing to lack of major support by corporate
sponsors the project had to be reviewed
The Trustees of the Western Australian Museum authorised a provisional sum of $85,000 to be transferred from the Markham Fund to
the Catalina Treasury account, to cover the posts of shrink-wrapping
the plane for the road journey from Texas to San Diego in California,
from whence it was to be shipped to Australian on board a vessel of
the US Navy. It also covered the provisional sum for crating, which
included manufacture of a custom built cradle for the fuselage. The
sum also was meant to cover the cost of the containers that held the
wings and engines and associated fillings and the road haulage to the
west coast of the USA. A further $20037 was transferred from the
Markham Fund to cover additional expenditure associated with the
above named elements plus the unanticipated costs of insurance
cover and the cost of the ship transport from Darwin. The USS Comstock brought the aeroplane to Darwin and it was directly uplifted onto
the Kimberley for the journey to Fremantle. Within 24 hours of the
uplift, September I~ struck and all US naval vessels were ordered to
return to their home ports and the USS Comstock headed back to
San Diego. Phew!
The plane was taken off the Kimberley in Fremantle and taken to a
temporary home at Perth Airport where it was housed in a secure
outside store. Owing to the impending collapse of Ansett Airlines the
plane was moved to the old flange shed at Midland Railway workshops site where it remained for several years under the care of Ted
Karasek, a board member of the plane on behalf of the foundation
and the site in the railway workshops Communications centre at Midland.
During the years following the initial plan for the Crawley site falling
into abeyance, several options were considered but the lack of support from the Federal Government meant that the plans for an independently operating memorial and exhibition centre could not be supported. Owing to the generous support from the Burswood Park Board
and the Community Trust, sufficient funds were procured to ensure
that the aircraft could be relocated and exhibited at the Bull Creek site
of the Royal Australian Air Force Memorial Aviation Museum.
On January 4th 2007 the plane fuselage and the three sea-containers
were moved by Boom Logistics to the current storage site outside the
hangar at the Bull Creek site of the RAAF Aviation Museum. The Australian American Catalina Memorial Foundation (AACMF) plans to
bring Bob Schneider and his leading hand to Perth in February /
March 2007 to supervise the re-assembly of the aircraft and the be-
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ginning of the exhibition program.
The Catalina has been accessioned into the Maritime History collection of the Western Australian Museum- registration no HBB9 (I-lB
stands for historic boat)

Notes an the restoration of the plane
All replacemet rivets have a small punch mark indentation in the centre point to denote it is not an original rivet.
Skin was replaced only where there was extensive intermetallic corrosion and exfoliation of the sheet aluminium alloys.
Years ot exhibition outdoors in uncontrolled environments had caused
significant corrosion in many of the stringers and frames. All defective
parts have been replaced using the same alloys as in the original construction.
Instrumentation including radios, dials, indicators, toilet etc is all original or has been replaced with contemporary spare parts. The original
windows in the aircraft were destroyed and so have had to be replaced.
Original blisters were sourced with great difficulty. The nose cone and
gun mount are original and had over ceremonies.
The plane is painted in the US Navy colours as this the aircraft at the
time of its military service. The two engines are operational but will be
without distribution of vapour phase corrosion inhibitors.
There are no fuel tanks inside the wings as it is not planned to have
the aircraft used for flight.
fan MacLeod January 8 2007
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by Jim Grant and Dave Edwards

Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of
Western Australia (AHMWA) sent me a series of photos of walkarounds
that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I will be running some
on a regular basis in these pages. First is a small batch of photos from
Jim which shows heavy Vehicles currently in use with the Australian
Army.
1. A Mack RM6860RS Truck, Cargo, Heavy, MC-3 equipped with an
Abbey CTM 3000-1 hydraulic Crane capable of lifting a maximum of
3400 Kg.
2. A Mack RM6866RS Truck, Water, MC-3 with a tank capacity of 9240
litres. It is also fitted with a spray bar, 60 metre hose and 3 dispensing
points.
3. A Mack RM6860RS Truck, Cargo, Heavy, complete with two trailers
carrying respectively a fork lift and a M548 Tracked Load Carrier.
4. A standard Mack with the side boards removed and carrying a typical
heavy item of specialised equipment.
5. Mack, details unknown.
6. Hino truck - 234-099 a standard Ranger 7 troop/carrier powered by a
Hino Heritage J21 series 7.9 litre, 6 cylinder inline engine producing 150
KW.
7. Acco ?
8. Acco ?
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First two pages are Jim’s pictures as per the captions on the previous
page.
Secondly Dave Edwards also sent me some digital shots that he took
of various Army Equipment at this year's Australian Airshow at Avalon.
I have combined them (on the following pages) with Jim's photos to
make up a larger spread of current Australian Army Equipment. (Steve)
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7KH+DZNHU'HPRQLQ5$$)6HUYLFH3DUW

by Steve Mackenzie
A1-7 of the Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic, carrying ‘X’, of ATS in late 1940. The letter ‘X’ is not promulgated in any RAAF order that
Peter has seen. ‘Y’ was promulgated for the Communications Flight but, also seems to have been used by the CFS. Photo: via Peter Malone.

A1-1 and A1-15 of the Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic, carrying ‘X’, of ATS in late 1940. Both of these airframes were drawn at an earlier time period in Part 1 of this series. Photo: via Peter Malone.
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-53, 1 FTS, RAAF Laverton, 1939/40.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of
the Spinner. Serials and 'Y' code are Black. Needless to say we start with an 'oddity'. In
1939 the RAF adopted a short lived scheme of 'B' type fuselage and upper wing roundels that did not last very long before the fuselage ones were modified to a higher visibility 'A' form. A small number of RAAF airframes also followed suit for a short period.
Thus this airframe carries 'B' type roundels in four positions, plus 'A' type below the
wings. Ref: Ian K Baker Aviation Colouring Book No.43.

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-1, Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic,
late 1940.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage struts
unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of the Spinner.
Serials are Black as is the 'X' code. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref:
Photo via Peter Malone.

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-21, Communications Flight, Vic, 1940.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of the
Spinner. Serials are Black as is the 'Y' code. The number '5' is Yellow, thinly edged in
Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. IKB states that this is 1 FTS, the
Modelcraft Profile says Comm Flt. Take your pick....but I have put it down as Comm Flt.
Refs: Ian K Baker Aviation Colouring Book No.43 and Modelcraft Profile No.3.
,1
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RAAF Demons were used by a number of training units during the
war, mostly in either their original 'Silver' schemes or often with 36"
Yellow training bands added around the rear fuselage and above the
top and below the lower wings. This article concentrates on these
schemes. Part 3 next issue will cover camouflaged examples in training units plus several airframes in the overall Yellow training scheme.
It will also have a number of drawings of the dual control airframes.

A number of Hawker Demons were used early in the war by the original Communications Flight (Comm Flt). Most of these were later
taken over by 1 Flying Training School (which later became 1 Service
Flying Training School - 1 SFTS). It is hard to fully identify the unit of
some of these, as both units used the identifier 'Y'. Thus I can only go
from the identity given in the original reference sources.

Hawker Demons, A1-11 '9' and A1-14 '2' of 1 FTS, Point Cook circa 1940/1 per the AHMWA captions. Photos: AHMWA P009055
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-14, 1 FTS RAAF, Point Cook, 1940/1.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are painted Roundel Red (flight
marking). The metal part of the Spinner is 'Silver'. Serials are Black as is the number
'2' and 'Y' code. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: AHMWA photo
P011154.

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-18, AOS Cootamundra, circa 1941.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage
struts unpainted and polished. The metal part of the Spinner is Silver finish. Wheel
hubs are Yellow as is the 36" training bands, centered on the roundel for the fuselage
and mid span above the upper and below the lower wings. Serials are Black. Standard
RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Refs: IPMS (UK) Magazine March 1969 and
photo above.

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-24, 1 SFTS RAAF, Point Cook, 21 Jan 1941
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage
struts unpainted and polished. The metal part of the Spinner is Silver finish. Wheel hubs
are Yellow as is the 36" training bands, centered on the roundel for the fuselage and mid
span above the upper and below the lower wings. Serials and '24' on the fuselage are
Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: Two photos attached.
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From circa 1941, the 'Silver' training scheme was augmented by 36"
Yellow training bands, centered on the roundel for the fuselage and
mid span above the upper and below the lower wings. Below is a
good example of this practice, although it is unusual in that the fuselage roundel has a narrow 'Silver' outline (not normally seen). Photo:
via Peter Malone.
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Two photos follow of an accident between Demon A1-24 and an Anson N1331 '31' at 1 SFTS Point Cook on 21 Jan 1941. Both airframes
are in the same colour scheme of overall 'Silver' with Yellow training
bands around the fuselage and on the wings plus large Black 'last 2'
on the fuselage (the bands ARE Yellow, it is just the type of film used
making them appear so dark). Photos: via Peter Malone and AHMWA
photo P016917 via Mick Mirkovic.

In 1942/3 one of the major users of Hawker Demons was 3 BAGS at
West Sale who used them for practice bombing and Target Tugs for
training Air Gunners (who fired at the target drogues mainly from
Fairey Battles). The photo at bootom of the page is from the John

Lever book on Fairey Battles in the RAAF and shows A1-37 in the
usual 'Silver' with Yellow bands scheme but with the addition of large
serials below each wing in Black.
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-37, 3 BAGS (Bomber Air Gunnery School),
West Sale, 1942.
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarriage
struts unpainted and polished. The metal part of the Spinner and Wheel hubs are Yellow
as is the 36" training bands, centered on the roundel for the fuselage and mid span above
the upper and below the lower wings. Serials (including large ones below each lower
wing) are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: Photo above.

Hawker Demon Mk.II, serial A1-63, 3 Sqn RAAF, Richmond, 1939/1940.
Upper surfaces Earth Brown and Foliage Green with Aluminium lacquer lower surfaces.
Spinner, wheel hubs and undercarriage struts appear to have been also painted in the
upper surface colours (partly wearing off on the rear undercarriage strut). Serials and the
large 'C' on the fuselage (indicating 3 Sqn) were in a Light Grey colour. Standard RAAF
roundels in six positions. Note the six individual exhaust pipes. For this drawing I have
assumed that the wings etc are similar to A1-30 below and that the replacement 'Silver'
panel to Starboard is camouflaged on this Port side.

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-30, 3 Sqn RAAF, Richmond, March 1940.
Upper surfaces Earth Brown and Foliage Green with Aluminium lacquer lower surfaces.
Spinner, wheel hubs and undercarriage struts appear to have been also painted in the upper
surface colours (partly wearing off on the rear undercarriage strut). Serials and the large 'C'
on the fuselage (indicating 3 Sqn) were in a Light Grey colour. Standard RAAF roundels in
six positions. Note the six individual exhaust pipes. Ref: Photo next page.
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3 Sqn RAAF was unusual in that they operated many of their Hawker
Demons in camouflage in the period between the outbreak of the war in
Sep 1939 and when they left for the M.E in June 1940. This is because
they were considered an operational unit being classed as a General
Duties Sqn. This did not happen with the other similar units as they had
mostly all traded in their Demons for C.A.C Wirraways by the start of
WW.II. The above photo shows one of these machines after an accident. One other unusual point about these machines is that the
'Ramshorn'exhausts were removed, leaving six individual exhaust pipes
which are behind them visible.
The colours were probably Earth Brown and Foliage Green over Aluminium lacquer. Note that the Aluminium appears to be a more dull lacquer than that used for the 'Silver' finish, probably to cut down reflections to help camouflage the airframes. Spinners, wheel hubs and undercarriage struts appear to have been also painted in the upper surface colours (partly wearing off on the rear undercarriage strut on A163). Wing struts appear to be painted Silver (although in many cases
this was also starting to show signs of wear). Serials and the large 'C'
on the fuselage (indicating 3 Sqn) were in a Light Grey colour.
Peter Malone supplied the photo of A1-30 of 3 Squadron, Richmond 29
March 1940. Alan Rawlinson bent this aircraft when an undercarriage

wire broke. He received a broken nose: the aircraft was written off. Basically similar to A1-63 above except that the entire lower engine cowling appears to be a replacement part in dull Aluminium lacquer, thus
accounting for the unusually high demarcation line. Some 3 Sqn airframes did not receive camouflage and I'm sure that I have seen one
somewhere in the 'Silver' finish with the unit code 'C' in Black. In addition at least one camouflaged airframe had the 'B' type fuselage roundels but I have not been able to confirm the serial yet. These examples
will be drawn next time if I can locate the necessary info.
Since the last issue I have added a number of details to my Hawker
Demon base drawings that I did not have time to include last issue.
These included shell collection chutes for the fuselage guns, the Scarf
Ring in the rear cockpit, underwing weapon/stores carriers and underwing landing flare holders (note not all airframes have all these features - the drawings should be studied closely for individual airframes).
I have also added a lot more detail in places after a close study of photos to improve upon the source drawings that I used. This included the
ribbing and panel details behind the cockpits plus several intakes etc.
The drawings in the original article have also been updated to reflect
these changes.
More coming in Part 3 next issue.
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$OO$PHULFDQ&DU6KRZSDUW
Alan Yee attended the All American Day show hosted this year by the
Mustang Owner's Club, who fielded a large number of their member's
immaculate cars on the day, (he estimated about 70+ Mustangs). It was
held on 21st Jan 2007, at the usual venue for this event, namely the
roof level car park at the Castle Towers shopping mall. It is normally
held on the Sunday closest to the Australia Day weekend.
He said he had missed the last couple of years due to being in Tamworth for the country music week, so it was good to see that it still
showcases perfect examples these huge American cars mainly of the
40s to 70s era, particularly the ones with fins. Mixed in are some exceptional vehicles from much earlier periods, such as the Buick & Cadillac
sedans and the Fire Chief's vehicle, all from the late 20s.

Editor's Notes - Due to the large number of photos, I have split them
over several issues.(Steve)
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7KH*ORVWHU*DXQWOHWLQ5$$)6HUYLFH
by Steve Mackenzie

Classic photo of K5316 taken at Gerawla. Photo R.Gibbes and via Peter Malone.
About 10 years ago we had an article in 'News & Views' (as this publication was then called), which covered the early years of 3 Sqn's history in the Middle East featuring types such as the Gauntlet, Gladiator,
Lysander and Hurricane. I have gradually been reworking that material
to take advantage of the info that had been received since then and to
update the drawings to a more sophisticated level. A few years ago we
covered the Lysanders and Hurricanes in new articles, this time we will
have a look at the most obscure of them, the Gloster Gauntlet.
Six Gauntlets from 33 and 112 Squadrons were transferred to 3 RAAF
Squadron in early October 1940 to be used for ground-attack missions.
On 2 November the squadron had four operational Gauntlets at
Gerawla. Two Gauntlets had been left at Quasaba, being unserviceable
and awaiting spares). As 3 Sqn was operating under the establishment
of an Army Co-operation unit at the time, the Gauntlet flight consisted
of six airframes. These appear to have been K5286, K5316, K5325,
K7793, K7825, K7838, K7843 and K7884 (including a couple of replacements).

I won't go into detail of the operational use of the Gauntlets here, suffice to say that after seeing 3-4 days actual operations in the ground
attack role during Wavell's offensive in Dec 1940, they were quickly
withdrawn from service due to unservicability (they were getting very
old....) and the availability of larger numbers of the more modern
Gladiator. That will have to wait for another time.
Study of photos of the Gauntlets taken at Gerawla and elsewhere show
that originally they were in the Temperate colour scheme consisting of
Dark Green and Dark Earth upper surfaces. Originally the under surfaces appear to have been in Aluminium, with the port side having
been overpainted in Black as per Air Ministry orders of Oct 1940 in the
U.K. The colour division was down the centre line of the airframe
(including the fuselage, horizontal tail surfaces and cowling, in addition
to the wings). Standard roundels were carried in six positions at this
initial stage. Light bomb racks were fitted below the lower wings.

CAC Sabre Mk.30, serial A94-912, Sabre Trials Flight, RAAF Williamtown, 1955/6.
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials are Black,
as is the C.A.C emblem either side of the vertical tail fin. Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. Note 2nd style gun
bay panels.

Two further photos of K7843 and three further Gauntlets taken at Gerawla. At this stage they were still in their original Temperate
colour scheme. Photos: RAAF Official and Alan Rawlinson via Peter Malone.
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Gloster Gauntlet, serial K7843, 3 Sqn RAAF, Gerawla, Oct 1940.
Upper surfaces - Dark Green and Dark Earth. Lower surfaces Aluminium, with the port side
overpainted in Black, with the colour division down the centre line of the airframe. Spinner Dark Earth, Wheel hubs - Dark Earth and Serials are Black. RAF roundels carried in six positions. A filter was also fitted to the air intake below the cowling as shown.

Two further photos of Gauntlet details. The first shows how the division between the Black and the remaining lower surface colour
was down the centreline of the airframe (this is probably taken later, as the starboard wing roundels appear to be removed). Finally the cockpit from the pilot's point of view. Photos: John Kerr and Jack Hamilton (both ex 3 Sqn ground crew members).

Gloster Gauntlet, serial K5316, 3 Sqn RAAF, Gerawla, Oct 1940.
Upper surfaces - Dark Green and Dark Earth. Lower surfaces Aluminium, with the port side overpainted in Black, with the colour division down the centre line of the airframe. Spinner - Dark Earth,
Wheel hubs - Dark Green and Serials are Black. RAF roundels carried in six positions. A filter was
also fitted to the air intake below the cowling as shown, note that this appears to remain in the original Aluminium colour.
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Lindsay Knowles in the cockpit of a Gauntlet. It gives a good view of the Radiator on the starboard side of the upper nose which is
omitted from the Aviation News drawings and the gun sight fitted to these machines. Finally the cockpit from the pilot's point of
view. Photo: Jack Hamilton
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On 8 Dec 1940, personnel from 3 Squadron RAAF started to move to
ALG 74 in preparation to operate as an Advanced Detached Flight from
this ALG in Support of the Wavell offensive which began several days
later. Five Gladiators and Five Gauntlets were flown from Gerawla to
ALG 74 on the morning on 9 December to join the ground contingent.

FA' on the cowling (used on many of Rawlinson's machines) and the
Spinner and wheel spats which appear to be painted a glossy Yellow
colour. The photo on page 45 is from Alan Rawlinson via Peter Malone.

At this stage several airframes are known to have been recamouflaged
in a 'Desert' scheme consisting of Dark Earth and possibly Light Earth
upper surfaces (this predated the common use of Midstone) with the
lower starboard surfaces repainted in a very light colour (almost certainly Sky Blue which is known to have been widely used in the M.E at
this time). The lower port surfaces remained Black. The roundel below
the starboard lower wing was usually painted out at this stage. The
photo on the previous page (via Peter Malone) shows K5286 repainted
in this Scheme along with another airframe still in the Temperate
scheme. Ignore the apparent odd fuselage roundels, this is just an example of a common phenomenon known as 'lens flare' which can make
White appear more prominent than it really is.

1) The camouflage patterns on these airframes do not appear to follow
standard RAF patterns very closely. This hld up this article for 12-18
months trying to figure this aspect out, not helped by the fact that I
don't have photos clearly showing both sides of any particular airframe.
This means that you are virtually on your own regarding the remainder
of the pattern on these machines.

Finally we will have a look at the airframe that seems to have been
most captured in photographs, K7793 which was normally flown by
Alan Rawlinson. While the only photos which can be clearly identified
as this machine show it in the later 'Desert' scheme, there is little doubt
that it was originally received in the Temperate scheme like the others.
A couple of interesting points about this airframe is the name 'Sweet

Notes:

2) The Aviation News drawings of the Gloster Gauntlet are hopelessly
inaccurate, so bad that they do not even show the radiator forward of
the cockpit on the starboard upper nose. I do not recommend them if
doing a Gauntlet model.........Much better is Mushroom Publications
book #6116 'Bristol Bulldog and Gloster Gauntlet' which I recommend,
even though it has basically nothing on the 3 Sqn RAAF machines. At
least their drawings are much more accurate.
Credits : Thanks greatly to Bobby Gibbes, Alan Rawlinson, John Kerr,
Jack Hamilton and Peter Malone for supplying the photos used for this
article.

Gloster Gauntlet, serial K5286, 3 Sqn RAAF, ALG 74, Dec 1940.
Upper surfaces - Dark Earth and Light Earth. Lower surfaces Sky Blue, with the port side overpainted in Black, with the colour division down the centre line of the airframe. Spinner - Dark
Earth, Wheel hubs - Light Earth and Serials are Black. RAF roundels carried in five positions (no
lower starboard wing). A filter was fitted to the air intake below the cowling as shown, and now
appears to be painted Sky Blue. The end caps to the wing struts appear to remain in their original colours (Aluminium upper and Dark Earth/Green lower).

Two more photos of what appears to be the same group of Gauntlets at ALG 74. In the first photo, K5286 can be seen nearest the
camera in the 'Desert' scheme, there is at least one more similarly camouflaged airframe in this group. Photos: Jack Hamilton and
via Peter Malone.
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Gloster Gauntlet, serial K7793, 3 Sqn RAAF, ALG 74, Dec 1940, Pilot: Alan Rawlinson.
Upper surfaces - Dark Earth and Light Earth. Lower surfaces Sky Blue, with the port side overpainted in
Black, with the colour division down the centre line of the airframe. Spinner and Wheel hubs - Yellow
and Serials are Black. RAF roundels carried in five positions (no lower starboard wing). Name 'Sweet
FA' on the cowl is Black. Other details as per K5386.

Two more photos of K7793. In both of these photos, the name 'Sweet FA' does not appear on the cowl, even though the 2nd one
with Peter Turnbull in the cockpit seems to be taken at the same location as the larger one above (it appears there may have been
a bit of repainting between the two photos). The first photo looks as though it may be taken at Gerawla), which indicates that
K7793 was in the 'Desert' scheme before it moved to LG74. Photos: Alan Rawlinson via Peter Malone.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and most
haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.

P016512 - Percival D.3 Gull Six, VH-UTP at Darwin Civil Airport
circa 1947.
P016513 - Vickers Type 610 Viking 1B Demonstrator G-AJJN at
Darwin Civil Airport during a flight to New Zealand in mid 1947.
P016514 - Bristol 170 Freighter Mk.1A Demonstrator G-AIMC at
Darwin, during tour of Australia and New Zealand in mid 1947.

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943.

P016675 - Qantas Empire Airways Lockheed 14H2 Super Electra VH-ADT at Mascot circa 1949.
P016676 - Qantas Empire Airways Lockheed L-18 Lodestar VH-CAC at Coolangatta circa 1949.
P016677 - Aircraft Propietry Limited Lockheed L-18 Lodestar VH-ARY at Eagle Farm circa 1946.
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P016678 - Aircraft Propietry Limited Lockheed L-18 Lodestar VH-FAB at Moorabbin circa 1952.
P016804 - RAAF Acceptance and Ferry Detachment, San Pedro, California March 1945. PB2B-2 Catalina JX661 (A24-350)
during it's test flight before ferrying to Australia.

P016806 - Australian Petroleum Company's PBY-5A Catalina VH-WWC being serviced in New Guinea circa 1960.
P016807 - Adastra Hunting Geophysic's PBY-5A Catalina VH-AGB at Bankstown circa 1962.

P016808 - Selco Exploration Company's 28-5ACF (PBY-5A) Catalina VH-UMF circa 1964.
P016820 - W.R.Carpenter P/L's 28-5ACF (PBY-5A) Catalina VH-BDP (ex A34-35), in flight circa 1947. This was later sold to Indonesia as RI-005 and crashed in Dec 1948.

Editor's Notes - A batch of post war civil subjects from a batch of
scans which Mick has sent me recently. Captions are based on the
ones held in the Museum records and supplied by Mick along with
the scans.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)
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Fairchild F24R-9 A36-1, 1 Comm Flt, Laverton, Feb 26 1941. Photo AHMWA P016849

by Steve Mackenzie
The RAAF took four Fairchild F24 airframes on charge during WW.II
using the A-36 series of serials. Two of them A36-1/3 came from Australian owners and the remaining pair A36-2/4 had previously had U.S
identities. Most were Ranger in-line engined examples (F24Rs) while
A36-3 was the odd one out being a Warner Scarab radial engined
F24G airframe.

original civil rego (VH-ACV) with the RAAF serial A36-1 (in White). I
have drawn both schemes here (including the Aero Club one for those
interested.) It is likely that this airframe may have been camouflaged
later (as per A36-4) but I do not have photos of such.

A36-1 was ex Newcastle Aero Club and was at least initially operated
in the Aero Club's colour scheme of Maroon fuselage and Wheel spats
with Silver (doped) flying surfaces and trim. They merely replaced the

Fairchild F24R-9, serial A36-1, 1 Comm Flt, Laverton, Feb 26 1941.
Scheme is a Maroon fuselage, wheel spats and undercarriage struts. With Silver finish Wings, Tail planes (both horizontal and vertical), wing
struts, DF 'football' and trim on fuselage and wheel spats. Serials are White. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: photos
herewith from Mick Mirkovic and Dick Hourigan.
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Three further photos of Fairchild
F24R-9, A36-1 during the same
period from Dick Hourigan.
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Fairchild F24R-9, rego VH-ACV, Newcastle Aero Club, 1939.
This is how the Aero Club scheme looked before the airframe was impressed by the RAAF. Colour scheme is identical to above, except that
the rego is carried on the fuselage in White, and on the Wings in Black. 'Newcastle Aero Club' on the rudder is also Black. Ref: photo on the
ADF serials website.
Amongst the material that Dick sent me, was scans of the instructions
of a 1/72 scale Fairchild F24R/G kit (the different models are basically
identical apart from forward of the engine mounts), which was produced at one stage by 'Aircraft in Miniature' (now out of production
AFAIK). This included the same scheme of A36-1 as per above and a
scheme (credited to Dave Loughhead from Melbourne) for A36-4 in a
later camouflage scheme. Although I do not have the actual photo for
this one, I have reproduced it below for those interested.
Dick also sent me the following image of A36-3 (bottom) which appears
in several publications. I went as far as drawing it before I discovered
that the photo has been 'doctored' from an original image of this air-

frame in it's U.S civil marks which I also attach. I wondered why there
were several strange aspects to the scheme of 'A36-3' (such as too
small rear quarter windows etc) and now I know why. So sorry guys, no
radial engined RAAF Fairchilds for you until someone turns up a genuine photo of this airframe.
Credits : Thanks greatly to Mick Mirkovic for sending the original photo
of A36-1 from the AHMWA collection and Dick Hourigan for three (3)
further photos of the same airframe, scale drawings of Fairchild 24 variants and the scan from the A.I.M instructions.

Fairchild F24R, serial A36-4, 1 Comm Flt (later 1 CU), Laverton, 1943/4.
Upper surfaces Foliage Green and Earth Brown. Lower surfaces shown as Light Grey. Standard RAAF war time Blue/White roundels in six positions plus fin flashes. Serials in Light Grey. Ref: 'Aircraft in Miniature' kit instructions. Now this is more like I would expect from a RAAF airframe.........
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations
turn up in print in the usual sources.

use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.

Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for

On this occasion I have put together a walkaround that Alan did at one
stage of a locally preserved 'Matilda' tank.(Steve - Editor).
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$FURVVWKH'HVN
Here again, in no particular order, are the items to have crossed my
desk recently on their way to becoming models from "kits of bits" ! Its
all 72nd and 76th Military again I'm afraid, I'm having way too much
fun with these little critters !

Cons: As above for the BergPanzer 38(T) Hetzer
Verdict: As I'm very "into" FlakPanzers and Flak vehicles, its a must
have - and I say that without bias of any kind !

Trumpeter Pz SF 128mm "Sturer Emil"
Pros: Nice, easily assembled kit of this two-off German WW2 SPG.
Looks the goods when completed. Decal sheet includes markings for
both vehicles
Cons: The "laccy band" tracks are a real let down, way too long (even
with "modeller induced" sag, if you left 'em as they come, you'd have
way more sag than was sometimes seen on Stalins !) It is easily fixed
by removing about 1/2 an inch off each. Problem is the lack of detail
exhibited on the tracks. Oh well. It does look rather nice if you don't
look too hard at the tracks !
Verdict: Worth getting, I doubt we'll see another in this scale by any
manufacturer

CMK 1/72 FlakPanzer Kugelblitz Conversion Kit
Pros: A nice pile of resin bits well up to CMK's usual high standard for
the turret, exhausts and roadwheels for this interesting vehicle, brass
etch included for some smaller bits. You also need to get the kit its intended for use with - Revell's Panzer IV Ausf H or J (will work with either) Looks the goods when completed, but you do need to take your
time, particularly when excavating the hole for the turret
Cons: Gun barrels too thick (almost a given with such items in resin
in this scale) but stilll convincing. A frighteningly large hole has to be
cut in the top of the "victim's" hull top to accommodate the base of the
turret (one slip and you'll have a very visible gap on the turret edge).
NO I didn't and don't !
Verdict: Worth getting and doing, I don't see too many injection manufacturers being interested in kitting this vehicle in this scale (just
watch - there'll be at least one injection styrene kit of it announced by
the end of the year now I've said that !) - NKR Models has the conversion kits for around $20

Milicast 1/76 BergPanzer 38(T) Hetzer (Late Production Type with
Spade)
Pros: 3 Part kit, hull etc; superbly moulded as one piece in resin, all
that needs to be attached are the spade and the end of the winch cable which holds the spade in the raised position. Very nicely detailed
throughout. Milicast are very quick turning orders around too, I had the
vehicles mentioned in this column in my hands within a week of ordering them over the web !
Cons: Bit of resin flash to be cleaned out between wheels etc; long
blocks moulded onto bottom of tracks during moulding process need
careful surgery to remove (soft resin helps make this a fairly easy job
with a razor saw) - or you could leave them on if you wanted to display
the vehicle on concrete strips ala those at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground ! No markings supplied (not a problem on a late war vehicle
such as this)
Verdict: Makes a nice change from the usual Hetzers - well worth getting !

Milicast 1/72 FlakPanzer 38(T) Hetzer
Pros: A single piece moulding for the hull with 5 parts needing superglue assembly for the gun. I opted for the extra Brass barrel (sold
separately by Milicast) because I knew the resin supplied item would
be way too heavy. Brass barrel is an exquisite turned item and a work
of art on its own in this scale - very cheap too !. Again, the kit is very
nicely detailed throughout.
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UM 1/72 Hetzers
Note: I'm treating the 4 UM Hetzer variations as one kit, that's what
they are, every part for each variant is on the sprues provided with
each one of the kits, any variant can be built from any of the 4 kits,
only the boxes, instructions and markings change in the kits. Kits are
Early, Late, Flamm and Commander's (late with a second aerial
mount) models. I have not yet built the Commander's model, the only
external difference between it and the late version (illustrated below),
is that the Commander's variant has an extra radio aerial base on the
opposite side of the rear superstructure. All other comments, (both fair
and foul), listed below, pertain to the Commander's model as well.
Pros: Well, they did fix the too-narrow drive sprocket and rear idler
problems which exist on all their non-Hetzer 38(T) based kits and they
are the first manufacturer in this scale to get the correct shape on the
outwardly sloped lower hull of this vehicle type, so there's two big
pluses there, but its all for naught IMHO, because of a huge and rather
obvious error they've managed to perpetrate with the upper hull.
Cons: They totally blew everything good about this kit (for me anyway),
by getting the rear upper hull shape so obviously wrong. I'm stilll trying
to work out how they managed it. It ain't as if there's a dire shortage of
photos, drawings or preserved vehicles about ! The shape of the hull
is basically all wrong from the rear of the top plate. Any photo or drawing of the area concerned will show you that the sides kink in to the
rear of the vehicle from the rear corner of the top plate, behind the
commander's and loader's hatches and the kink is a straight line running down from the rear corner of the top plate. The kink should be in
line with the gap between the 2nd and 3rd piece of skirt armour on the
lower hull.... UM would have you believe the kink starts a good scale
foot behind the top plate, resulting in a very odd looking beastie indeed. It has a corresponding weird effect on the rear plate as well,
Any photo will show a Hetzer's rear plate narrows along its length from
the top plate to the rear plate. UM's doesn't, it gets wider, then narrows
from the point where their wrongly placed kink in the side armour
starts. It can be fixed (fairly easily I believe), by amputation and replacement of the offending parts with plastic card and filler and a reshaping of the top rear plate, but it shouldn't have happened in the first
place
Verdict: Get the Esci 72nd kit of the Hetzer when Italeri reissue it and
use almost everything from this kit on the Italeri/Esci hull to upgrade it
and get the Hetzer variant you want ! Believe me, the parallel sides on
the lower hull of the Esci kit are almost invisible in this scale and the
Esci kit's upper hull is far better than the awful upper hull of this one !
The review examples were built "as box" and not corrected in any way.

UM Hetzer (Early)
UM Hetzer (Late)
UM FlammPanzer Hetzer

Italeri 1/72 SdKfz 232 6 Rad
Pros: Only injection plastic kit of this vehicle in this scale (Matchbox's
was 1/76, not sure if Revell have re-released it yet), 3 options on decal
sheet. Simple, easily assembled kit, fairly cheap too !
Cons: Wheels are not fully moulded on rear faces (I'm not too sure
that matters, you can't see the missing bits when its on its wheels) Radio "frame aerial" is a little over heavy (not as heavy as the Matchbox
one) and slightly simplified, but looks ok when painted
Verdict: It is a fairly important vehicle for the early war period, and it
does assemble easily and well.. Worth getting - if only to complete a
representative collection of WW2 German Armoured Cars !
Milicast 1/76 PzKpfw II "Luchs"
Pros: Finely cast resin kit (full kit this time, not an under 10 part wonder as the Hetzer variants above) easily assembled, I again opted for
the separately available turned brass 20mm barrel to replace the kit's
over thick item.
Cons: No markings included (not too much of a worry, as the surviving
late war vehicles seldom carried them). There's a big casting block under the hull which must be removed (I again used a Razor Saw). Bit of
resin flash on some of the smaller parts which is easily removed,
wheel/track units also have to be removed from a casting block along
the underside of the lower run of track, again a Razor Saw comes in
handy.
Verdict: Only way you'll get a Lynx in this scale, there's also one avail-
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able from Cromwell Resin in 72nd, I believe, (I haven't seen that particular kit). This one is well worth getting if you want a Lynx in the
smaller scales.

Dragon 1/72 M4 A1 Sherman "Normandy" (Armor Pro Series)
Pros: Mixed (styrene and brass etch) media kit, 4 options on the decal
sheet, no real need to buy any extras, two types of track included in
DS-100 glue-able plastic, certain of the brass parts for head/tail light
guards etc; duplicated in plastic on the sprues for those who don't like
bending thin brass to shape (or those nasty moments when the nicely
bent brass is "tweezerpulted" off into the waiting maw of the carpet
monster !). A Cullen Hedgerow walloper is also included on the brass
etch if you so desire. Some very nice spares box fodder left over when
you finish the build
Cons: Dragon somehow missed one fuel filler cap on the left hand side
of the upper hull but its not really noticeable under a coat of Olive
Drab. Instructions are the "new" Dragon style, which I personally don't
like, but having said that, they have made them a lot clearer, but its
stilll easy enough to miss a part completely during assembly.
Verdict: Well it looks like a Tiger target.. err...Ronson... err...Sherman
to me - fairly cheap too for what you get in the kit. Worth getting.
Attack Hobby 1/72 AufklarungsPanzer 38(T) SdKfz 140/1 20mm
Pros: Until very recently (when UM released theirs) this was the only
plastic kit of this vehicle in this scale, brass fret for the anti-grenade
screens atop the turret included, 3 options on the decal sheet
Cons: Short run, heavy flash and heavy sprue attachment points, care
and patience needed getting parts free of sprues, cleaned up and
properly aligned before committing the glue.
Verdict: Well it looks the goods when finished and (once the parts
have been cleaned up), it does assemble well. Stilll cheaper than the
UM kit. I'd stilll say worth getting, although I have a suspicion the UM
kit will be of better detail and quality when assembled.
Attack Hobby 1/72 AufklarungsPanzer 38(T) SdKfz 140/1 75mm
Pros: Only plastic kit of this one (or very few) off vehicle, assembles
fairly easily for a short run kit
Cons: Well, it is a short run kit, so all the usual warnings re heavy
sprue attachments and lots of flash are stilll valid. Mine didn't have too
much flash to contend with and once cleaned up, the parts assembled
fairly well, which I found suspicious for various reasons related to bitter
experience !
Verdict: It looks the goods when compared to the few photos in existence of the vehicle, its fairly cheap and worth getting - if only to fill out
the collection of rarer 38(T) variants available in injection moulded
plastic
Italeri 1/72 M8 Greyhound Armoured Car
Pros: Cheap and easily assembled kit of the turreted version (Italeri
also do the non- turreted Personnel Carrier in this scale). 6 options on
the decal sheet
Cons: Inside faces of the wheels not completely moulded (doesn't
really matter, they ain't seen when the vehicle is displayed right side
up). Interior detail is that of the Personnel Carrier, but not much is
seen when peering in through the turret. I'm not too sure about the
authenticity of that conical muzzle brake/flash arrestor on the main gun
either…
Verdict: Well worth getting !
UM 1/72 Sig 33 auf JgPz 38(T) Hetzer
Pros: Only injection moulded kit of this very late war vehicle (as far as I
know). Looks right when finished, brass etch in kit for side skirts and
various other items
Cons: Stilll has the abominable rear plate issues of UM's Hetzers
(above) but its not as noticeable, mainly due to the open topped nature
and extra armour on top of the superstructure
Verdict: Worth getting to round out the collection of Hetzer variants in
this scale - cheap too !
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Italeri 1/72 Merkava Mk 1
Pros: Its an Esci re-pop and one of the better ones, dimensionally accurate to scale and features some rather nice mouldings, especially
the remote control machine guns on the turret top. Markings for four
different Israeli Army vehicles supplied on the decal sheet
Cons: Tracks have no internal detail or guide teeth. Roadwheels are
one single thick item instead of a pair. I turned a groove down the center of mine with a triangular file whilst spinning the wheels at low revs
in a dremel. When the skirts are fitted, you can't really see the work I
did - ah well, it was handy practice for the M48 of theirs I have yet to
get to !
Verdict: Worth getting, the original Esci Item fetches some fairly high
prices on eBay etc; price of this Italeri re-release is compatible with
that of the Revell Merkava III reviewed a few months ago in these
pages.
Milicast 1/76 Marder II E
Pros: Only kit of this vehicle in the smaller scales, full resin kit (which
some may also consider a point against), however, it does assemble
easily and well into a very convincing replica of the vehicle. Fairly
cheap too !
Cons: Resin kit, so all the fun and games regards safety whilst removing excess resin flash and mould bits from the parts does slow the assembly down, in particular regarding the large casting block under the
hull, which needs to be razor sawed or ground off, with all the relevant
safety precautions needing to be observed whilst so doing
Verdict: If Marders are your thing, its a winner !
Esci 1/72 Panzer II Ausf E
Pros: Simple, easily assembled kit, not yet re-popped by Italeri (this
one came cheaply from eBay Australia), but its stilll around (secondhand) in both Esci and Ertl boxes and stilll fairly cheap if you're quick
enough
Cons: One piece vinyl tracks have gone brittle with age and the tracks
on my example ended up with almost more tiny staples than moulded
links in them. Hopefully when Italeri re-issue the kit, they'll use the link
and length injection moulded tracks which were in the Ertl release. Decal sheet on mine was very yellowed, again due to age, although I
have seen examples in the Ertl boxings which have clean and useable
decal sheets
Verdict: Grab one from eBay if you're quick enough and its cheap
enough for you, otherwise wait till Italeri reissue it !
Attack Hobby 1/72 Befehls Panzer III Ausf D
Pros: Only injection plastic kit of this vehicle available in this scale,
link and length tracks
Cons: Short run kit with all the usual "fun" things associated therewith,
lots of flash, heavy sprue attachment points etc;
Verdict: Cheap enough, looks the goods and stands out from the regular flock of Mk III's when finished because of the frame aerial, cheap
enough to be affordable and with a little work makes for a good addition to an early war armour collection - Git it !
Matchbox 1/76 JagdPanzer IV/L70
Pros: Comes with simple but effective diorama base (if such things are
wanted) Not sure if its back via Revell Germany yet, if not, I'm pretty
sure it won't be far away. Late war vehicle, with correct twin exhaust
stacks, "first pair" of roadwheels on each side are all steel. Very easy
to assemble kit of this late war German tank destroyer
Cons: Exhausts are slightly undersize, tracks are heavy, one piece vinyl affairs with no inner surface detail (hopefully Revell will reissue it
with link and length) and to nitpick just a tad, no sign of the roof
mounted periscopic rangefinder or the guard over it - you just get a
hole in the roof…
Verdict: One of the later and better Matchbox releases in this scale
and well worth getting
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Airfix 1/76 Tiger 1
Pros: Err... I'm not really sure I can find any, given the multiplicity of far
newer kits of the Tiger variants about. Airfix released the kit originally
in the early 1960's and its never been off the shelves since.. However,
it does look like a Tiger (with bits missing) and its actually got an
asymmetric turret with the gun on the centreline (unless I unwittingly
managed to accidentally and totally subconsciously bend the correct
side of the turret !), which does cause one to wonder why various
manufacturers of Tiger kits in this and other scales continually failed to
get it right over the years, I mean if Airfix got it right all those years ago
then surely.....???
Cons: I won't list 'em all, but visually, the most obvious missing (for
whatever reason), items are:- (1) Any semblance of mudguards or
their mounting brackets, front and rear, (2) The large stowage bin on
the turret rear, (3) The two large towing cables most Tigers carried
atop the hull each side of the turret, (4) The mass of tools and the
jack block between the Driver's and MG Operator's hatch covers..
Then there's those tracks and roadwheels....(clean and printable words
absolutely fail me when it comes to describing them !) There's at least
4 roadwheels per side on the missing list, but their lack is the least of
the visual woes.... This kit always seems to me to have had an uncertainty about exactly which version of Tiger it was trying to portray... It
has the later (Panther style) Commander's cupola, so the earliest variant it can be is a mid production example. The roadwheels (on close
examination - whilst holding the nose grimly), are of the late, all steel
type (even if the old boxing showing the completed model on the top
had the wheel rims painted up as tyres !) and there's only one sighting
scope hole on the left front of the gun mantle, making it a final production type (or anything from a mid upgraded and rebuilt at the factory).
Despite what it says on the box, this kit was never 1/72nd scale. It has
and always will be 1/76th. Seems the Brits have less stringent "truth in
advertising" laws than we have out here. I couldn't be bothered super
gluing the tracks down to the top of the roadwheels, so unimpressed
was I with the finished article !
Verdict: Oh dear... I'm rather sad to say that in this day and age and
with a rather large pile of competition from the likes of Italeri (ex Esci),
Dragon, Fujimi and Revell in the smaller scales, I have to (somewhat
sadly) say "give this one a miss", unless you must have the Airfix kit
for memory lane type reasons (probably the best sort of reason anybody would want the kit). The only other possible reason for wanting
this kit would be as a cheapy to chuck in the direction of the youngsters to keep 'em quiet on a rainy afternoon. The maker of the masters
for this kit probably retired long years ago and I'm afraid to say that its
well past the time the kit should have followed him into a similarly honourable retirement.
Revell 1/72 Leclerc
Pros: Only small scale kit of the current French MBT, looks dang good
when compared to photos of the original. Easy to assemble kit when
you finally get through the "bumf" and find the instructional part of Revell's epistle-like ream of recycled paper you're given for instructions.
Link and length track included.
Cons: Bit hard to find the kit out here in Australia (the review example
came from squadron com, courtesy of my hip pocket), only two markings options supplied in the kit, some tricky assembly stages with the
turret and rear plate - patience will be rewarded though !
Verdict: Worth getting to round out the collection of modern MBT's or if
you're into things French !
Italeri 1/72 DUKW
Pros: Brand new kit (NOT an unreleased Esci re-pop, despite rumours), plenty of fine detail, simple assembly. Clear sheet supplied
with dimensions on instructions for cutting same for windscreen and
side windows - I didn't use it, substituting clear drying PVA instead. 5
options on the decal sheet, I finished the review example as a British
vehicle which went ashore on D-Day
Cons: Backs of wheels are hollow (no real dramas, you won't see it
when the vehicle is displayed right side up), bit of flash on finer components. Suspension assembly can be a tad tricky
Verdict: Well worth grabbing - Cheap too ! I definitely want a couple
more of them !

Dragon 1/72 M2A2 Bradley ODS
Pros: Better kit than the Revell Bradley reviewed by me some
time ago, looks the goods when finished. Enough parts in the kit
to do a standard M2A2 or M2A2 ODS (extra armour plating and
dust suppressors applied during Operation Desert Storm), so
plenty of spare parts box fodder, irrespective of what variant you
model !
Cons: Rubber band tracks, roadwheels utillise collars inside them
to hold them on the axles (ala the old Tamiya 35th vehicles),
which can lead to wheel alignment problems... Markings included
for one vehicle only, some small parts moulded in the same material as the tracks (note, the track material is the older style black
"vinyl" and not the new DS -100 soft styrene)
Verdict: Despite the cons, its a very good kit of the vehicle and its
the kit. I personally would go for if I wanted to do a "standard (non
uparmoured) Bradley - worth getting
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Revell 1/72 Panther D/A
Pros: One of the best Panthers out there in this scale, some small niggles in a couple of areas, but small enough to be overlooked very easily
by all but the most pedantic. Exhausts, front glacis MG mounts and cupolas for both D and A variants included, as is link and length track. One
set of markings for each variant included on markings sheet. Revell's
72nd Panther kits (this one and the Ausf G) marked the transition between Revell's early, not so good kits in this scale, and their later, top
notch efforts.
Cons: Cupola for "A" version is very nicely moulded and includes a very
finely moulded commander's AA mount, unfortunately the MG 34 supplied for said mount is totally pitiful and overscale by a long way, thus
only worth binning immediately. Rear deck circular grille pattern only applicable to Ausf D (ok, they're spiralling in the wrong direction, but I'm
NOT about to cut out and invert the grille spirals - life's too short as it
is !). The inset plate behind the front glacis, on which Driver and Radio
Operator's hatches are mounted, is moulded too far back (the same
problem which on the Italeri 35th scale Panther D, resulted in the turret
fouling the hatches and some very nasty reviews !). An early Ausf D is
not possible from this kit straight from the box, owing to the turret side
ammunition loading and pistol ports associated with early Ausf D's not
being included in the kit. Wheels have 20 bolts on the rim and are thus
(to that inane and somewhat obscene species of modeller known as
"rivet counters"), incorrect for an Ausf D of early or late variety (early
would have 16, late would have 24) or an Ausf A of any variety (all had
24 bolt rims). In this scale, however, its not at all noticeable without a
powerful microscope and I'm way too busy building kits to lose any sleep
over it. Tracks are slightly too wide (again IMHO NOT noticeable) and
the sprockets have too many teeth (again,
who's counting ?) Unfortunately this makes the tracks unusable on any
other Panther kit in this scale, unless one uses this kit's incorrect
sprockets with them.
Verdict: I personally want several more of these kits, to do models of
various Ausf D's I would like to build. I wouldn't personally use it as an
Ausf A (there's a better Ausf A kit out there -and you may get a shock
when I reveal its identity !) As an Ausf D, this one's a keeper and definitely worth getting.
Dragon 1/72 T34/76 1942 Model - German Army (Armor Pro Series)
Pros: Well up to Dragon's usual standards, etched brass fret included
(most of the parts are duplicated on the sprues if you don't feel so inclined, I only used the side skirts and only because they're not supplied
on the styrene sprues). 4 German examples on the markings sheet, 2
sets of roadwheels supplied for "mix and match" purposes. DS-100
tracks - single length per side in glue-able, soft styrene (high class rubber bands), carrying some rather fine detail both on both inner and outer
faces. Kit also supplies the German fitted stowage boxes which seemed
to festoon the T34's they "owned", after refit and
repainting into their colour schemes.
Cons: Dragon's newest instructions make it fairly easy to miss parts
during assembly, despite the use of less colour. Brass is a bit on the thin
side and bends in the wrong places all to easily whilst being removed
from the fret.
Verdict: Personally, I'm not that into captured vehicles, however, I had
been wanting to do one of the T34's included for a while (the one on the
box top "mit schurzen") - Its worth getting, you can always do an unmarked, bog standard, Russian one out of the box if the German vehicles don't turn you on !
Revell 1/72 Marder 1 A3
Pros: Only kit in this scale of the current German APC, link and length
track included, 3 German options on the decal sheet (all in 3 colour
NATO camouflage)
Cons: Not many, a few smaller parts need alignment whilst glue sets,
particularly the folded legs of the turret mounted Milan Launcher.
Verdict: Its definitely a keeper. Well worth getting, rounds out the collection of modern APC's currently available in this scale. Dead on in all dimensions except height (where its just over 1mm out and IMHO, not
worth worrying about !), according to scale drawings
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Dragon 1/72 M2A2 ODS Bradley with ERA (Armor Pro Series)
Pros: Extra parts, both styrene and brass to enable the additional
ERA (Explosive Reactive Armour) and its mounts, used on the
vehicles of Gulf War 2.. Can be built from box as M2A2, M2A2
ODS or either type with the ERA, so one of 4 vehicles of two
types with or without ERA - decals for 4 vehicles (all with ERA),
are included. DS -100 tracks instead of the black "vinyl" of
Dragon's non-ERA earlier kit reviewed above, huge amount of
spares box fodder at the end of the build !
Cons: Roadwheels stilll attached by collars inside, as for the nonERA kit, only this time, the collars are DS-100, as are the other
parts on the "vinyl" sprue of the non-ERA kit
Verdict: Worth getting, one of these kits and one of Dragon's nonERA kits will allow you to build any of the Bradley series by mixing
and matching parts, and leave you enough to get a second vehicle from the spares ! Cheap enough too !

Fujimi 1/76 Jagd Tiger
Pros: Fairly cheap, has a fairly full interior, should you wish to finish it
with the rear doors open or as a cutaway/wrecked example. Link and
length track supplied
Cons: Moulded in in fairly soft styrene which trims easily but is a pain
to sand, not enough track included to go right round on both sides, it
utillises the track sprue from their King Tiger kit (Nitto correctly lengthened the lower hull of their King Tiger kit for this Jagd Tiger kit, without
including any extra track and Fujimi missed it when they took over the
moulds !!!) Luckily, the mudguards cover the gaps. Some fun to be
had with the smaller parts during assembly, patience is a REAL virtue
with this kit (otherwise a bit of good ol' fashioned cussin' helps a
LOT !)
Verdict: I bought this one for "memory lane" reasons, the Jagd Tiger
was the first Fujimi kit I ever assembled many moons ago. Having got
it home, I discovered it wasn't the kit I remembered inside the box and
I initially thought they'd let a new kit of the vehicle out between when I
first assembled it all those years ago and now (the one I built way back
when had "rubber band" tracks and no interior). A bit of research soon
sorted the answer, Fujimi took over the Nitto 76th moulds in the early
1980's, when Nitto decided not to continue with them. Basically if you
get a Fujimi 76th kit and it has link and length tracks and an interior, its
ex Nitto, no interior and "rubber band" tracks and its the original Fujimi
kit, (all of which are stilll in production and out there - sometimes at
slightly cheaper prices). That being said, its a winner when all is said
and done, coming in at a cheaper price than the Dragon items and
having a large pile of spares if you don't fit the interior... Worth getting !
Fujimi 1/76 SdKfz 222
Pros: Separate "rubber" (vinyl) tyres for all wheels including the spare
(may be considered be a con by some), looks good when finished,
huge decal sheet in the box and you also get a Border Post style Sentry Box as well as 3 standing figures in the kit
Cons: Gun barrels too thick for scale (almost a given when the kit's
age is taken into consideration), although they are shaped correctly in
outline, no internal detail apart from the gun mounts (not much can be
seen past the guns and mounts anyway !) Turret top mesh is moulded
solid and I left it off the review example untill I find the time and inclination to replace it and its frames with brass or drill and cut out the solid
mesh from the frames and replace it with fine tulle (there's some lying
round here somewhere !)
Verdict: Cheap and cheerful - stilll the best example around in 76th
scale - ICM's recently released example in 72nd beats it hands down,
but this is the one for the wargamers methinks !
Esci 1/72 Brummbar (Mid Production Type)
Pros: Only kit of this vehicle in injection styrene, link and length track
and separate "on vehicle" tools supplied. Not sure if its back in an
Italeri box yet, but it will come from that direction in the future. Can be
found fairly cheaply and easily on eBay (from whence came the review
sample), in both Esci and Ertl boxings. Two nicely moulded crewmen
in casual poses included (poses which look suspiciously like those
supplied in the Tamiya 35th kit of this vehicle !). Two styles of rear
idler supplied, the earlier round spoke type and the later flat spoke
type as used on the review example. Most detailing is of the recessed
variety
Cons: Tracks have no internal detail (although they do have guide
teeth, which are on the very tiny side), upper return rollers are moulded
as one thick unit and not a pair per axle (not much of a worry on a vehicle such as this, where they're hidden behind the schurzen plates).
Roadwheel assembly is tedious, because of flash. The markings sheet
on my example was missing, so I cannot comment on it.
Verdict: Worth getting, it looks the goods when completed
Airfix 1/76 Churchill Crocodile
Pros: Well, its basically Airfix's venerable Churchill Mk VII kit, which
always was a pretty good example of the species, with two extra
sprues for the fuel trailer and the armoured cover for the flamethrower
fuel pipe which ran along the underside of the vehicle, the flame "gun"

and its heavy cover are moulded as one piece on the new sprues,
to replace the BESA machine gun on the front glacis. There's a
new markings sheet for one Crocodile included. The Trailer is
rather nicely detailed and you can opt to fit its rear doors open to
show off the nicely moulded detail within.
Cons: Very heavy vinyl track which is a nightmare to bend without
breaking round the sprockets front and rear and its not long
enough to go round the rest of the running gear either ! Best way
is to superglue it round both sprockets and along the bottom of
the roadwheels and let the ends go where they will under the
mudguards. The kit for the Churchill itself is starting to show its
age a tad, but does assemble rather well once the flash is removed (22 tiny roadwheels per side, all flashed - what absolute
joy !). The trailer, being a completely new item, assembles in minutes with absolutely no dramas whatsoever, you'll no doubt be
pleased to hear !
Verdict: Well it does look like a Crocodile when finished and its
stilll a good Churchill, so why not ? Cheap too !to do a "standard
(non uparmoured) Bradley - worth getting
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Revell 1/72 Warrior MCV with add-on Armour
Pros: Easily assembled kit with extra sprue containing the fitted "in
theatre" add-on armour panels, markings for an "Operation Telic" (Gulf
War 2) or a UN Vehicle in Kosovo. Very accurate to scale kit, which
really does capture the looks of the vehicle well. Link and length track
supplied
Cons: Turret basket mesh is moulded solid (almost a given in this
scale). Some of the smaller parts are tricky to align, irrespective of adhesive type used
Verdict : If you're into modern vehicles, assembling a collection of
modern types that have seen action, or just want a model of the current British APC, its well worth getting. Just leave the armour off for a
standard Warrior.and IMHO, not worth worrying about !), according to
scale drawings
Fujimi 1/76 King Tiger
Pros: Think its stilll the only injection moulded 76th kit of this vehicle
out
there. Good decal sheet included with plenty of individual numbers
and command echelon "R"'s, in both red outlined in white and black
outlined in white. Kit number is 76001 (Its Fujimi's first AFV kit in this
scale, kit number is listed to avoid confusion with the two other King
Tigers Fujimi stilll have on current release, which were originally Nitto
kits), and is found each end of the box.
Cons: Its age is starting to show (I remember buying my first one of
these in the early 1970's and it was just out of the "brand new" category then), there's a bit of flash about on most of the parts (light and
easily removed), some of the smaller parts have fit issues, very heavy
"Rubber band" tracks included (which, combined with the lack of an
interior to the vehicle, mean its a Fujimi original and not a kit they absorbed from Nitto). Tracks have no detail on the inner faces and are
too tight if joined, simplest way is to superglue them on round the
sprockets and rear idlers and along the bottom of the roadwheels, then
let the top bits of them go where they will under the mudguards. Barrel
looks a bit on the long and slightly slender side, but I have no 76th
drawings against
which to check it.
Verdict: Hmmm.... There are far better examples of the species kitted
in 72nd by the likes of Dragon, Italeri (ex Esci) and the superb Revell
item. I purchased the review sample for "memory lane" purposes and
I'm thus happy with it as it is, straight from the box. Stilll seems to be
popular amongst the wargamers - if you want one, get it now, before
more wear appears on the moulds, causing more flash on the kit you'll
get.
JB Models 1/76 Alvis Saracen APC
Pros: Simple, easily assembled kit, parts for 3 different versions (Mk I,
Mk II and Mk III) in kit, as are markings for one vehicle of each mark
Cons: Short run, but no flash and relatively light sprue attachment
points. Short run origins mean it may not stay on the market once the
mould is exhausted, if you want one, grab one when you see it !
Verdict: Second in JB's series of kits based on the 6 wheeled Saladin
Armoured Car chassis - I'm waiting for the Stalwart myself (hopefully
they'll do one !). Well worth getting - cheap too !
Note from Editor – The JB moulds have been acquired by Airfix and
will be seen in that companies boxes in due course. Will be more
widely distributed and probably cheaper also.

Matthew Ward
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